Fact checking is an essential task in journalism; its importance has been highlighted due to recently increased concerns and efforts in combating misinformation. In this paper, we present an automated fact checking platform which given a claim, it retrieves relevant textual evidence from a document collection, predicts whether each piece of evidence supports or refutes the claim, and returns a final verdict. We describe the architecture of the system and the user interface, focusing on the choices made to improve its user friendliness and transparency. We conduct a user study of the factchecking platform in a journalistic setting: we integrated it with a collection of news articles and provide an evaluation of the platform using feedback from journalists in their workflow. We found that the predictions of our platform were correct 58% of the time, and 59% of the returned evidence was relevant.
INTRODUCTION
Grounding information on reliable sources is a daunting experience, given the increasing amount of information circulating the web and other media platforms. Nevertheless, checking the veracity of claims is crucial for preserving trust in news sources. Manual verification of claims is a tedious task, that consumes a lot of time and effort from journalists and professional fact-checkers, and it typically requires searching for specific entities and content over large amounts of unstructured text [2, 4] .
The rising interest in fact checking has led to the development of a number of approaches and tools automating the task or parts of it, with the motivation of facilitating the work of journalists, and interested readers more broadly [3, 9] . The most popular effort, ClaimBuster [5] , proposed a fact checking platform which detects factual claims that are worth checking and then uses APIs to query search engines and databases (Google and Wolfram Alpha respectively). It also compares claims against previously fact checked ones in its database. The latter approach is also used by the system developed by Full Fact, Live, which is used to fact check repeated or paraphrased claims. 1 Neither of these approaches is able to fact check previously unchecked claims, while the queries through existing commercial APIs are not tailored to fact checking, thus retrieving information that is not necessarily relevant. Other approaches rely instead on the detection of rumours based on the spread of readership over social media [7] . However, a rumorous claim is not necessarily false, and vice versa [16] . There is also work that checks claims against tables, such as those released by
Claim:
Tesla builds car factory in Shanghai.
Evidence:
Electric carmaker Tesla has signed an agreement with Chinese authorities to build a factory in Shanghai. "We hope it will be completed very soon, " Tesla chief Elon Musk said. the World Bank 2 , using trained classifiers to select the appropriate tuple [10] . However such approaches are typically restricted to fact checking numerical claims against tabular sources. Finally, some approaches aim at providing a pipeline of tools for information retrieval [14] , but do not go as far as to provide an actual fact check mechanism.
In this work, we propose an automated fact checking platform that checks claims by identifying sentences providing evidence in a large document collection. These sentences are classified as supporting, refuting or only related to the claim, and then combined into a final verdict using a state-of-the-art neural networkbased approach [15] . The model is trained on the recently released FEVER dataset [11] , a large scale fact checking dataset derived from Wikipedia comprising 185K claims. Unlike previous work, our model is able to check novel claims without relying on a database of fact checks. Also, the evidence retrieved and classified as supporting or refuting provides a justification of the verdict, which is likely to be relevant not only to assess the overall correctness of the platform, but also as part of the fact checking research conducted by journalists. Our retrieval model considers more information about a specific claim than generic search engines by leveraging information from words and named entities present in the dataset to obtain the best matching evidence for each claim (see Figure 1) .
We thoroughly evaluate the platform through user testing by journalists from the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) in the context of their workflow. Of the total 488 evidence passages retrieved by the system, the journalists reported that 58% were relevant and 59% were accurately classified as supports/refutes/other.
Our platform can be applied to document collections beyond the ones used in this paper and our findings should help inform future research in automated fact checking and computational journalism more broadly.
FACT CHECKING SYSTEM
Our fact-checking system comprises three main components: a document retrieval step, a sentence ranking, and a classification model, as shown in Figure 2 .
Initially we retrieve documents from a collection of news articles, using a customized search engine based on inverse indexing and retrieval using the Okapi-BM25 algorithm [8] . Data is incrementally indexed from word and entity-level inverted indexes. The document retrieval component searches for documents whose features best match the claim. In the end of this step, we end up with approximately 10K documents related to the claim. Following this, we rank the sentences in these documents according to predefined token and feature matching rules. We compute the cosine similarity of the claim with each best candidate sentence, using word embeddings trained on the One Billion Word Benchmark corpus [1] , and select those above a threshold tuned during development. This step aims at providing only sentences with high relevance to the claim, reducing the number of potential evidence that may be only marginally related with the claim.
In the final component, we classify each of the extracted candidate evidence in terms of whether they support, refute or are just related to the claim (other). We employ the natural language inference (NLI) model from the Hexa-F system [15] (one of the best performing systems in the FEVER shared task [12] ) to classify the relation between the selected evidence sentences and the claim, one of supports/refutes/other, and a similar label which expresses whether the combined set of evidence sentences supports, refutes or is simply related to the claim.
Engineering Considerations
In the first document retrieval component, we use inverted indexes to extract relevant documents, in Figure 3 . We select all documents that match features in the claim, such as lemmas, words and extracted named entities [6] . This document retrieval step takes about 50 ms to retrieve around 5k documents out of a dataset with about 445k documents.
In the second component, we rank all the sentences from the 5k documents based on how well each sentence feature ϕ (s i ) j matches the claim ϕ (c) j , using a positional ranking approach. We use a ranking score based on ordered distances between N matching features in the sentence i:
represents the word distance between the position (pos) of each j-th feature. This score is maximized if all words in the sentence match the claim exactly; it decreases exponentially with the word distance between matches. This part takes on average 336 ms. Next, we filter the sentences based on the following rules: we keep only those sentences with length < 500 words; those that contain all the entities mentioned in the claim, as well as novel words that were not previously seen in previously selected sentences (less than 90% overlap with all words previously encountered). The novelty filter increases the diversity in the evidence passed to the entailment step.
In the end of the second component, we re-rank the sentences by averaging the feature matching score of each sentence S 1 and the cosine similarity between the claim and the sentence embeddings S 2 = cos(s i , c). We obtain these embeddings via a weighted average of all words in the sentence, weighted by term-frequency/inverse document frequency. To improve the performance of the sentence re-ranking component, we added the title of the document to each sentence and considered the weighted sum of all words in the title and sentence combined. This part takes about 652 ms, although it could be easily parallelizable. On average, 76 sentences are retrived per claim after these steps.
We further removed all sentences with an averaged similarity score below a given threshold ((S 1 + S 2 ) /2<0.6), to ensure high quality evidence. In the end, about 25 sentences on average are selected. After re-ranking, all selected sentences are used as input in the NLI model (third component) which takes about 738 ms to predict labels for each of the sentences and the overall label for the claim.
USER INTERFACE
The interface allows end-users to input a claim (black bar at the top of Figure 3 ), and receive a set of evidence sentences as output. The evidence is displayed in three columns: the top five ranking sentences that are in favour of the claim on the left, the top five that are against the claim in the middle, and the top five other sentences related to the claim on the right. In the bottom, a final overall label is presented to the user as either other, supporting or refuting the claim (label at the bottom). The interface allows users to directly evaluate it, providing feedback for evidence sentence w.r.t. the correctness of the label ("correct label?") and its relevance ("relevant?"), as well as the correctness of the overall prediction. We provide a video with an example of a user interacting with the platform via the interface in https://vimeo.com/309336679.
USER EVALUATION DESIGN
11 BBC journalists provided feedback on the overall system and on the classification model. The journalists were asked to interact with the system by providing factual claims and evaluating the output of the model. For each claim, up to 15 evidence sentences were presented to them, 5 per category, each classified as supports, refutes or other. For each sentence, the journalists provided feedback on two aspects: relevance and correctness.
To assess correctness, for each evidence sentence returned by the system, the journalist inputs the label which, according to his/her research on the subject, would be the correct one via the buttons in the "correct label" box (see Figure 3) . This measures primarily the accuracy of the entailment component of the system, assuming that the sentences returned are all related. For the final classification of the model (see Figure 3 (bottom)) they also assessed the overall prediction, to whether the claim was globally supported or refuted considering all the retrieved evidence. To assess relevance, the journalists were also asked to provide feedback as to whether they found each sentence returned relevant (see the buttons in the "relevant ?" box in Figure 3 ). This part of the feedback aims to evaluate the quality of the retrieved evidence: whether it helps the journalists fact-check the input claim, regardless of the classification label attributed by the system. It also serves as a proxy to measure the precision of the retrieval component, as all sentences shown to the journalists should be relevant (ideally).
The journalists also had access to (i) a Question Answering (QA) [13] tool that could serve as an additional source of information, (ii) the full document's text with annotated entities [6] . The QA implemented in the platform was used by the journalists, but was not evaluated in this paper. We provide an example of the additional information, available for each extracted evidence sentence in Figure 4 . Table 1 summarizes the results of the system is the user evaluation conducted. We show precision for each class (row:Relevant) measuring the proportion of the retrieved evidence sentences that were deemed relevant by the journalists, and precision for the predictions of the platform for the relation of each evidence sentence to the claim (row:Evidence) and the global prediction for the claim taking all the evidence into account (Overall result presented in Figure 3 ) (row:Global). The platform was evaluated on 67 claims in total, with a total of 488 evidence sentences retrieved: 30% supporting, 14% refuting and 56% related to the claim, as classified by our platform.
RESULTS
In 71% of the claims checked by the journalists, it was reported that the evidence shown in the supports column was relevant, and so was for 69% of the evidence in the refutes columns. We consider these results to be very encouraging, given the difficulty of the task. Retrieving evidence that contradicts a given claim, is not usually as simple as retrieving related evidence by feature matching. Introducing different information, e.g. entities, dates, actions, etc., that could refute the claim requires more complex language understanding methods. We further observe that the precision in predicting evidence as supports is 48% in the full dataset and increases to 67% in the subset of evidence deemed relevant (not shown in the table). The same trend is observed for the refutes label from 27% to 39%. This result suggests that the retrieval component still requires some improvement, especially for retrieving evidence refuting the claim. Strategies beyond feature matching are needed to improve the retrieval of relevant but opposing arguments. The precision of the classifier predicting the global label of the claim given the evidence also requires further improvement.
Additionally, we received textual feedback from the journalists about the overall quality of the platform. They mentioned that it is helpful for fact checking, despite not being always accurate, both in the retrieval of relevant evidence and in their evaluation. An interesting remark mentioned possible improvements for handling time-frames and dates. For instance, claims using the present tense should refer to current events, while those mentioned in the past tense together with dates should refer to that specific time-period only. Also they suggested that presenting the evolution of results over time would be very helpful to substantiate the claim. Handling time constraints in the retrieval process is a very interesting and challenging research direction. On the whole, the journalists reported that the system has a lot of potential to help their work.
This user testing was extremely useful both for BBC journalists to experiment with state-of-the-art technology and for us to receive feedback to improve our platform in the future.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces a novel fact checking platform aimed to assist journalists in their investigative work-flow. Our platform can be used for search of supporting and refuting evidence regarding factual claims. We evaluated using on a journalistic corpus with testing by eleven journalists, which found it to yield relevant results in 59% of the retrieved evidence. The performed user study provided very fruitful feedback to direct future work in automated fact checking. Suggested improvements such as handling temporal remarks, pose an interesting issue that we found very relevant to advance research in the field of information retrieval for fact checking.
